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Once the parent company of Bull Moose Tube and

To accomplish this vision, we are actively acquiring

Bull Moose Engineering, Bull Moose Industries is now

companies that manufacture highly engineered

the head of a rapidly growing family of technology-

products, or provide services critical to such

oriented companies.

products.

We remain firmly committed to growing and

Throughout our expansion, Bull Moose will combine

investing in our core, legacy businesses. However,

the operational insight and long-term value creation

we are also in the process of building on our far-

of a strategic buyer with the M&A acumen and

reaching heritage to transform ourselves into a

resources of a financial buyer…making us a very

diversified provider of products and services of

distinctive player in the acquisition arena.

exceptional strength.

BULL MOOSE INDUSTRIES CURRENTLY ENCOMPASSES
THREE MAIN DIVISIONS:

Our enterprise began as Bull
Moose Tube in 1962, and
today, this division remains
an important cornerstone
of the Bull Moose Industries
organizations.

Reflecting our proficiency
in complex products, Bull
Moose Engineering supports
customers with productdevelopment assistance and
extensive fabrication services.

Our manufacturing,
metallurgy and application
expertise all combine in this
division, which produces
trailers for the heavy-haul
trucking field.

Our steadfast commitment to
quality is driven by our unique
manufacturing methods. Bull
Moose forms tube directly
from steel coil, eliminating a
“mother tube” process.

Bull Moose Engineering
expertly cuts, punches,
bends, lasers, and welds
tubular products to achieve its
customers’ design vision.

Highly specialized designs
(including bottom dumps,
slide axles, detachable
goosenecks, and extendable
decks) help perform extreme
tasks within such industries
as construction, agriculture,
and oil & gas. Whether towing
earth-movers or transporting
massive pipeline components,
these brawny trailers embody
the convergence of our
steel products and our
engineering expertise.

This approach enables us to
start with the highest-grade
steel, form sharper corners,
craft the straightest tube,
and make the most
consistent welds.

With access to resources
on three continents, we
understand the pressures of
time, cost and quality from a
strong global perspective.

800.325.4467 / sales@BullMooseIndustries.com / BullMooseIndustries.com

